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e.g. “X and Y are positively correlated, according to Pearson's
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Figure 1: The two-dimensional answer space varies in the level of both information and support. The upper left cell comprises
descriptions containing a statistical method’s results in an objective manner. The lower right corner comprises explanations of a
statistical method’s results while additionally reporting the corresponding parameters. The example illustrates (grey) how the
answer space implements the dependencies between two quantitative data attributes.
ABSTRACT

Author Keywords

Conversational interfaces (CIs) have the potential to empower
a broader spectrum of users to independently conduct visual
analysis. Yet, recent approaches do not fully consider the
user’s characteristics. In particular, the objective of matching
the user’s language has been understudied in visual analysis. In order to close this gap, we introduce an answer space
motivated by Grice’s cooperative principle for framing personalized communication in complex data situations. We
conducted both an online survey (N = 76) to analyze communication preferences and a qualitative experiment (N = 10)
to investigate personalized conversations with an existing CI.
In order to match the user’s language properly, our results
suggest to consider additional user characteristics along with
their knowledge level. While mismatching communication
preferences triggers negative reactions, a preference-aligned
communication evokes positive reactions. As our analysis
confirms the importance of matching the user’s language in
visual analysis, we provide design implications for future CIs.
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CCS Concepts

•Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; User studies; Visualization systems and tools;
INTRODUCTION

These days, the amount of data exponentially increases and
so does the importance of data-related understanding. Visual
analysis is one powerful approach to tackle this challenge. Yet,
the focus is not any longer only in business [6], e.g., deriving
valuable data insights for the company [25], but also in private
life [8], e.g., challenging data-based conclusions presented
in the media where the data is publicly available (see, e.g.,
[1]) [24]. Nevertheless, conducting visual analysis is a time
consuming and complex task.
In order to increase the accessibility, and in conjunction with
continuous improvements in natural language processing, conversational interfaces (CI) have been proposed for visual analysis [10, 13, 15, 21, 25, 26, 41, 44]. In this task-oriented
scenario [42], a CI is essentially treated like a “virtual butler” [34]. Meaning that the user’s expectation is not to have
a human-like conversation, but more to have an easy-to-use
system for fulfilling objectives [29]. Promising results suggest
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Show me whether there is an influence of the marital status on the
housing loan.

(a)

The marital status has a noticable effect on the existence of a
housing loan, and vice versa.

(b)

According to a chi-squared test, the marital status depends on
the housing loan, and vice versa, χ2(2) = 6.35, p < .05.

Figure 2: Assuming a user gives an utterance on the marital
status and the existence of a housing loan (blue). Using the
outcome of conducted χ 2 -test in addition to the visualization
helps to understand the data. However, how this information
can be communicated both intelligibly and convincingly likely
depends on the individual user.

that CIs do not only helo to accelerate visual analysis [13, 41],
but also seem to lower the engagement boundaries for novice
users [17]. Furthermore, the textual dialogue improves visual
analysis by communicating supplementary information on the
data [25] also referred to as “data facts” [43] to cover potential
pitfalls [49].
Generally, such a dialogue consists of exchange sequences
between parties [40] organized through “adjacency pairs” [40]
of a user’s utterance and the CI’s response. The design of
these sequences is important for a successful CI [20, 28]. This
design directly affects a CI’s usability and user experience [47].
Additionally, it influences the user’s willingness to engage with
the system [28]. In order to achieve a well-designed dialogue,
Molich and Nielsen stressed the importance of matching the
user’s language [30]. Matching the user’s language refers to
using “words, phrases, and concepts familiar to the user” [30].
Human-human dialogues naturally follow this design recommendation, since a person unconsciously adjusts to their interlocutor’s language [14, 18]. Consider, for instance, that
the mathematical concept of derivation is to be explained to a
student. A good teacher will surely adapt the explanation to
the level of the student and provide different explanations depending on whether the student is a high school or a university
student.
Although adjustment to the interlocutor is a necessary precondition for mutual understanding, this aspect has not been
studied in detail in visual analysis. Little knowledge exists
on how a CI should communicate facts about complex data
situations in a user-specific way. The primary challenge for
the CI is to put users in a position to draw valid conclusions
from data sets of their interest. To achieve this the CI should
dynamically adapt to the user’s background and converse with
the user both convincingly and intelligibly (see Figure 2).
In this paper we propose a novel framework (see Figure 1) –
called answer space – based substantially on Grice’s cooperative principle [18] to user-specifically communicate complex
1518

data facts as dialogue acts. This answer space conceptually
supports users with diverse preferences and different knowledge levels in visual analysis. Through an extensive evaluation
consisting of both an initial online survey (N = 76) and a controlled experiment (N = 10) with an existing CI enhanced
by the answer space, we show the need for a personalized
conversation in visual analysis as well as the usefulness of
the answer space. Our statistical analysis reveals differences
between users in how data facts should be communicated. We
further show that adjusting to these preferences avoids negative impressions and is especially beneficial if a task exceeds
the user’s knowledge. Since dialogue acts are structuring
the entire dialogue, our results provide novel insights on a
user-specific conversation in visual analysis. Furthermore, we
provide design implications for future approaches.
BACKGROUND

Over the last decades, research focused on investigating the
conversation with intelligent systems and how to use CIs for
visual analysis.
User-Specific Interactions with Conversational Interfaces

Shechtman and Horowitz [42] identified three main conversation styles between a user and a CI: task-oriented,
communication-oriented, or relationship-oriented interaction.
Aligned with these findings, Luger and Sellen [28] showed
that regular CI users focus rather on simple tasks than complex tasks. For complex or sensitive tasks, users are lacking
of trust in the CI. Additionally, Cowan et al. [9] confirmed the
lack of trust in CIs for infrequent users as well. In terms of
potential failures, Chen and Wang [7] showed that technical
users think more about the reasons why a system failed. Nevertheless, Branigan et al. [4] generally highlighted that users
tend to adapt their conversation style more when they believe
to communicate with an intelligent system rather than with a
human.
The user’s background appears to have a considerable impact
on the interaction with CIs in general. In contrast to previous work, however, we are investigating how the user’s background particularly influences the communication preferences
in visual analysis.
Conversational Interfaces for Visual Analysis

Intelligent agents help to reduce both work and information
overload [29]. Additionally, using language as an interaction modality for visual analysis allows also novice users to
analyze data [17]. As a result, conversational interfaces for
visual analysis have recently been investigated more and more.
These CIs hide the complexity of visual analysis from the user
to lower the engagement boundaries. On the one hand, CIs
like DataTone [15], Valletto [25], Eviza [41], Aritculate2 [26],
and Evizeon [21] are agnostic of the domain. The user can
use these CIs for generating or adjusting visualizations for an
arbitrary (structured) data set. As ambiguity in language is a
challenge for CIs, reducing the ambiguity of user’s utterances
is proposed through either visual widgets [15, 21, 41] or dialogue sequences [10]. On the other hand, approaches like
Orko [44] focus on visually exploring network visualizations
through multitouch gestures combined with language.
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Only a few approaches are considering the dialogue with
user as an additional bidirectional communication channel.
Evizeon [21] first uses pragmatics for allowing follow-up requests by the user in order to improve the dialogue flow in
visual analysis. Additionally, a dialogue is used when the
system’s functionality is exceeded. Cox et al. [10] use the dialogue for clarification requests in case of ambiguity. Orko [44]
verbally communicates its executed actions, e.g., “highlighted
node X.” Furthermore, the approaches of Ava [22] and Iris [13]
compare themselves with Jupyter notebook [23]. They aim for
reducing the complexity of data analysis by offering speechexecutable functionality of scikit-learn [35]. Both systems
implement state tracking for establishing a dialogue that helps
creating the desired model step by step.
In contrast to our approach, all previously discussed approaches follow a generalized communication strategy. They
do not dynamically adjust the conversation to an individual
user, although matching the user’s language is crucial for a
successful CI [30].

the cooperative principle by Grice [18]. Grice devised how
two persons should ideally communicate while cooperating.
Grice precisely stated:
“Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted
purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you
are engaged.” [18, p. 45]
He further derived normative guidelines consisting of four
general maxims which have to hold for a cooperative conversation [18, p. 45 ff.]: (1) Maxim of quantity: make your
contribution as informative as required, but not more than this;
(2) maxim of quality: try to make your contribution one that
is true; (3) maxim of relation: be relevant; and (4) maxim of
manner: avoid ambiguity and be orderly. Violations of these
maxims are called implicatures [18] and should be avoided in
CIs for task-oriented scenarios. Otherwise a user might not
be able to make sense of the dialogue act. However, previous
approaches [10, 13, 15, 21, 25, 26, 41, 43, 44] do not consider
the dialogue with the user under Grice’s cooperative principle.

Natural Language Generation in Visual Analysis

Natural language generation (NLG) is an important part of
CIs. In visual analysis, however, only a few approaches exist that use NLG for textually describing the visualized data.
Moreover, none of these approaches dynamically adapt their
language to the user’s background. Recently, Voder [43] investigated interactive “data facts” (textual descriptions of, e.g.,
correlation and distribution characteristics). They use an interactive widget for these data facts placed next to the visualization. Voder at its core is not a CI, however, its functionality
can be seen as a response procedure of a CI for visual analysis.
Furthermore, the commercial tool Tableau has an extension
based on Quill [32]. This extension generates a summary
for the shown dashboard. The idea of summarizing a complex situation is also applied in further domains, e.g., whether
forecasts [37], or business process models [27].
As these automatic summaries are very convenient, they focus
on key results (maximum, minimum, differences, etc.), but do
not include advanced statistics. Although Voder [43] indeed
reports e.g., whether two attributes are correlated, it does not
show the corresponding ρ or the p-value. Since trust is an important factor in CIs [9, 28] communicating these parameters
to those users who understand them might help establishing a
trustworthy conversation [43]. On the other hand, bothering
a statistically inexperienced user with those parameters will
probably trigger confusion. Nevertheless, inexperienced users
should be also made aware of the data relationships. Hence,
CIs need a flexible framework in which they can communicate
data facts in a way that is both intelligible and convincing.
To the best of our knowledge we are the first to investigate how
to dynamically match the conversation needs of an individual
user in CIs for visual analysis in order to properly support
users with different backgrounds.
Conversation Theory

As in human-human dialogues [16], a CI should strive to
make its dialogue optimally relevant for the addressee [30].
Generally, a fundamental theory for conversation analysis is
1519

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ANSWER SPACE

CIs for visual analysis are typically answering to a user’s utterance by generating visualizations [10, 15, 21, 25, 41, 44] and
delivering additional information on the selected data through
a dialogue [25, 44, 43]. These dialogue acts on data facts [43]
help users to focus on the promising parts in the confirmatory
analysis later on. However, differences in CIs exist between
expert and novice [7, 9, 28]. Therefore, our primary objective is to provide a substantial construct which allows a CI
to flexibly adjust dialogue acts in a user-specific way with
an aim to avoid undesirable implicatures. In order to achieve
this objective, we show how this construct is extracted from
considering both Grice’s cooperative principle and explainable
user interfaces.
From psychology research we know that people perceive and
communicate uncertainty differently [2, 5, 11, 38, 48]. Depending on user preferences, uncertainty should be communicated either numerically or verbally. However, these preferences additionally depend on whether a person trusts the
person who is providing this information. In visual analysis
through CIs, we hypothesize a similar effect.
According to Grice’s maxim of quantity, a dialogue act should
always contain the right amount of information. However,
the question remains, how much is the right amount of information in the domain of visual analysis. For instance, that
two attributes X and Y are positively correlated can be stated
in multiple ways. One may, for example, say: “X and Y
are positively correlated” (casually) or “X and Y are positively correlated according to Pearson’s ρ = 0.5 and p < .05”
(APA style). The difference is not only in numerical values,
but also in the choice of statistical method and metric (e.g.,
Pearson’s ρ) and supplementary parameters (e.g., p-value).
Nevertheless, both statements are true, but how convincing
and understandable they are exclusively depends on the user.
In order to enable a user-specific communication and to avoid
implicatures (violations of Grics’s maxims) the model has to
vary in information level.
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Moreover, a CI may not only report a certain computed result,
but may also actively help the user in interpreting it. In data
analysis the terms cause and causality are often used in this
context. Cause describes the circumstances, whereas causality is the conclusion based on the circumstances. However,
causality usually requires domain knowledge to be sure that a
conclusion is generally true in the domain. Since a CI should
always communicate points for which evidence exists (see
maxim of quality), we believe heading for statistical causality could be rather harmful for a user’s conclusion process.
Instead, we focus on the (causal) explanation [19]. Remembering the above example of correlation, the explanation would be
“When X increases then on average Y also increases.” Hence,
explaining the consequence of correlated data supports users
to draw valid conclusions, although they might not know the
concept of a correlation coefficient. Consequently, our model
should vary in support level as well.
Incorporating both dimensions into one framework leads to
our two-dimensional answer space (see Figure 1). It provides a
methodology to design dialogue acts on data facts in a way either descriptive with lower information (LC), descriptive with
higher information (HC), explanatory with lower information
(LE), or explanatory with higher information (HE).
Our initial objective is to identify coarse differences between
users as well as to show how these differences should impact
the conversation. Therefore, we initially model both dimensions as binary. Nevertheless, the information level might
not be black or white, but rather a continuum. In order to
analyze this assumption, we later discuss whether a binary
categorization is already sufficient.
SITUATIONS IN DATA ANALYSIS

In order to effectively evaluate the answer space through actual
user studies, we initially conducted unstructured interviews
with three experienced data scientists (more than five years of
professional work experience). The objective was to uncover
a broad picture of a data scientist’s typical work flow, rather
than a complete analysis of all conceivable analysis situations.
For framing the interviews, we used the following questions:
“How do you conduct an initial data analysis?”, “What are you
focusing on?”, and “Which methods do you use?”.
Dependencies

The first category is about dependencies between data attributes. The participants said that they are typically interested
in finding first preliminary relationships in the data. Regarding
pairwise relationships, the chosen measure depends on the
characteristics of the data.
For two quantitative attributes, they compute a correlation
coefficient. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is
an appropriate measure, since it has fewer assumptions on
the underlying data distribution, in contrast to Pearson’s correlation coefficient. For describing the relationship between
two categorical attributes, the χ 2 -test of independence is selected. However, we add the normalized mutual information (NMI) [45] to the measures mentioned by the experts.
NMI is based on entropy and can be applied to any discrete
data without any assumptions on the level of measurement
1520

or the distribution. Therefore, it can be used to summarize
relationships between two attributes X and Y with different
H(X) − H(X|Y )
levels of measurements: NMI(X;Y ) = p
with
H(X)H(Y )
H(X) = − ∑∀x∈X p(x) log p(x). As a result, we receive at least
one measure that quantifies the relationship between two arbitrary data attributes.
Warnings

After finding relationships the next step of the participants’
analyses is to identify differences within certain attributes.
In this phase errors can arise to due method selection such
as applying an unsuitable statistical test. Furthermore, there
are also process errors such as the the multiple comparisons
problem. Zgraggen et al. [49] show that this problem does
exist in visual analysis. Potential false conclusions in this
respect may cause critical consequences. This situation is hard
to solve solely from the visualization. However, by computing
a Kruskal-Wallis H test on all groups, followed by a Bonferroni
correction on the pairs would reveal evidence.
Recommendations

In the search for meaningful attribute combinations an analyst
often has to use a trial and error approach, as they mentioned.
Therefore, we propose a recommendation of meaningful attribute combinations by the system. A useful measure to
compute these potential recommendations is the NMI. Based
on the visualized attribute the system computes all pairwise
combinations with the remaining attributes of the data set [24].
By maximizing the NMI the top-k recommended attributes are
those with the strongest relationship to the currently visualized
one.
Interaction

In visual analysis through intelligent agents interaction with
the data is an important aspect. Highlighting of certain areas in
the visualization or applying filters on the underlying data via
speech or gestures is supported by many systems [15, 25, 26,
41, 43, 44]. These interactions influence the user’s decision
process [49]. Highlighting and visual cues are shown in GUI
widgets and are easily missed.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

After deducing the answer space from conversation theory and
showing relevant situations in the data analysis process, we
investigate the utility of the answer space by a sequence of
research questions:
Q1: What are the influencing factors for matching the user’s
language through the answer space?
Q2: Can the users’ preferred communication style be accurately predicted by a probabilistic model?
Q3: How does the answer space work in practice? What
are the reactions given an implicature vs. a user-specific
answer?
Q4: Is the granularity of the answer space adequate?
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Situation

Method

Interaction

Filtering

Condition
one filter
two filters
positive
negative
independent
dependent
low
high

Dq1
Dq2
Dc1
Dc2
Da1
Da2

Dependency

Wa1
Wa2

Warning

H test & Bonf.

significant
¬ significant

Re1
Re2

Recommendation

NMI

categorical
quantitative

Spearman
χ 2 -test
NMI

Actual situation (ID)
In
Dc
Dq
Da
Wa
Re

χ 2 (9)
26.64
8.92
18.11
22.30
17.41
21.57

p
< .01
= .44
< .05
< .01
< .05
< .05

Cramer0 s V
.24
.20
.22
.20
.22

Table 2: Results of the χ 2 -tests between the self-reported
knowledge and the preferences in the answer space.

Participants

Table 1: Concrete data analysis situations that occurred in the
online survey.
USER STUDY 1: ONLINE SURVEY

The objective of the online survey is to identify preferences in
the answer space depending on the participants’ characteristics
and a given data analysis situation (cf. Q1).
User Study Procedure

The online survey started with a randomly assigned sequence
of 12 different concrete data analysis situations (see Table 1).
Each situation – a concrete situation with a corresponding statistical method – was represented by an effective visualization
(bar, line, or scatter plot) and two options from the answer
space. A participant had to decide on the preferred option w.r.t.
the visualization. After they made a decision, they received
two new options from the answer space, however, the visualization remained the same. The participant’s first choice –
preferences in the answer space – determined the answer space
options for the second decision. This means: if explanatory
answers are shown, but one with low (LE) and the other with
high information (HE), and the participant selects LE, then
the explanatory answer with low information stays, but the
other answer will be exchanged with a descriptive answer with
low information (LC). The initial row and column of the answer space are randomly chosen. This procedure represents
a greedy approach, which allows us to identify the participants’ preferences within the dimensions (e.g., rating low over
high information) and not only in the overall answer space.
Therefore, we can derive further insights on the participants’
preferences. Prior to the study, the questions and answers in
the survey were reviewed for correctness by an experienced
data scientist. Furthermore, this study design reduced the risk
to overwhelm a participant, which could have been the case,
had four options of the answer space been shown simultaneously.
After completing the sequence of actual situations, the participants were asked to state their experience with data analysis, chatbots, the methods used in the system (e.g., χ 2 -test),
and their conversation preferences. The questions were extended by a “honeypot” question in order to find unreliable
answers. [33].
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We recruited both mathematicians and computer scientists at a
university, as well as data scientists in an industry company.
Additionally, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) restricted to participants with a US bachelor’s degree (ensured
by AMT), but not necessarily in a mathematical subject. We received 76 complete and reliable answers (87 in total), whereof
23 were from industry.
According to the self-reported statistics knowledge level the
participants fall into 38% novices, 15% advanced beginners,
25% competent users, and 22% experts. Overall, the majority
of the participants at least heard of the mathematical methods
which our answer space supports and were used in the survey.
Only the Bonferroni correction was new to 51% of the participants. On the question whether they would like to be guided
in data analysis, 77% of the participants agreed or strongly
agree to the idea of using a digital assistant. Furthermore, 75%
considered recommendations of further attribute combinations
as helpful. While control over on intelligent system is an important factor, we received no clear preferences on this aspect
from the participants. 73% agreed that at least one of the given
options fitted their preferences, in each situation of the survey.
Results

The following results on the participants’ preferences in the
different tasks are based on their second (final) decision, except when noted otherwise. Additionally, the analysis focuses
on the participants’ preferences on method level, since a conducted McNemar’s test showed no significant differences between the conditions of each method. Generally, the following
statistical analyses were conducted against α = .05.
Our analysis first addresses the self-reported knowledge level
of the participants as an influencing factor on their preferences.
For each actual situation a χ 2 -test of independence was separately performed. As Table 2 shows significant differences
exist in almost every actual situation.
In order to better understand these differences, we conducted
post-hoc tests with Šidák correction (α ∗ = .012) for each
significant actual situation. Regarding the information level,
participants with little knowledge significantly prefer answers
with lower information (LC or LE), whereas participants with
more knowledge prefer those with high information (HC or
HE) in both situations Da (χ 2 (3) = 18.76, p < α ∗ ) and In
(χ 2 (3) = 15.78, p < α ∗ ). The statistical effect is large in
Da (Cramer0 s V = .35) and medium in In (Cramer0 s V =
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Figure 3: For each data fact and self-reported knowledge level the percentage-wise distribution (color saturation from 0 to 1) of
the participants’ preferences in the answer space is shown. The participants’ preferences in the different data facts (In = filtering,
Dc = dependency between categorical attributes, Dq = dependency between quantitative attributes, Da = dependency between
attributes of arbitrary levels of measurement, Wa = multiple comparison problem, Re = recommendation of attributes to combine)
are (*significantly) different, depending on the self-reported statistical knowledge.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

icantly choose answers with higher information (HC or HE)
when the would like to be in control of the entire analysis
process.

1.0

Entropy

Figure 4: The participants’ variation in their preferences depending on the individually computed entropy.

.32) respectively. Regarding the support level, participants
with little knowledge chose with a chance of 3.25 (Fisher’s
exact test p < α ∗ ) explanatory over descriptive answers in Wa
(χ 2 (3) = 14.38, p < α ∗ , Cramer0 s V = .31)
Furthermore, the particular knowledge about the used mathematical method in the actual situations are influencing the
participants’ preferences. Participants with higher conceptual
knowledge in Spearman’s ρ significantly prefer answers with
higher information (HC or HE), χ 2 (3) = 13.62, p < .001 with
a large effect Cramer0 s V = .31.
In addition to the participants’ knowledge, our analysis further
shows significant differences in the participants’ preferences
based on the degree to which a participant wants to be guided
in data analysis, χ 2 (12) = 25.62, p < .05, Cramer0 s V = .10.
Furthermore, the participants’ need for transparency on the
system’s computations significantly influences the preferences
as well, χ 2 (12) = 30.74, p < .01, Cramer0 s V = .11.
By combining these individual participants’ characteristics,
further significant differences appear. On the one hand,
answers with lower information (LC or LE) are significantly preferred by novice users ( χ 2 (4) = 13.50, p < .01,
Cramer0 s V = .20) and competent users (χ 2 (4) = 14.52,
p < .01, Cramer0 s V = .25) when they care less about the
used method (transparency). On the other hand, novice users
(χ 2 (4) = 24.52, p < .001, Cramer0 s V = .28) as well as expert users (χ 2 (4) = 15.47, p < .01, Cramer0 s V = .29) signif1522

Overall, the participants’ preferences in the answer space are
very different, according to the overall pairwise Hamming
distance µ = .72, σ = .14. Additionally, the individual preferences of the participants change from one to the other situation
(see Figure 4).
Discussion

The online survey results show that participants’ preferences
in the answer space are only partially explained by the their
knowledge. Although participants with little statistical knowledge tend to prefer explanatory answers with lower information, we do not see this general preference on other knowledge
levels. Furthermore, the participants’ preferences seem to
depend on the given data situation too. Therefore, we argue
that the preference in the answer space depends rather on the
particular knowledge about the used statistical concept than
how to communicate numbers.
Additionally, the self-reported level of needed transparency
influences the preferences for dialogue acts with higher information. Since these dialogue acts comprise the used measure
by the system as well as the corresponding parameters, it
appears that transparency-oriented participants value these information. Finally, participants with a higher self-reported
level of acceptance of a digital assistant are more likely to
prefer an explanatory to a descriptive answer. A reason could
be the general acceptance of intelligent systems and their use
in the participants’ daily life.
These results suggest to avoid not only a purely binary distinction between experts and novices, but also a generalized
dialogue design in visual analysis (cf. Figure 3). In fact, a
combination of all influencing factors should be considered to
achieve a dialogue that is both convincing and intelligible (cf.
Q1). Additionally, as the preferences seem to vary along the
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Figure 5: Conceptual embedding of the answer space into a
conversational interface for visual analysis.
Okay. That's it. Let us start
analyzing data. What would
you like to see first?

A Kruskal test with a post-hoc
Bonferroni correction reveals that
only significant differences exist
between Monday and Tuesday,
and Tuesday and Friday, resp.
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user’s preferences: self-reported knowledge, need for transparency as well as assistant, and the knowledge about the used
measures.

A Kruskal test with a Bonferroni
correction shows that the phone
calls are significantly longer on
Tuesdays than on Mondays and
Fridays, resp. All other days are
not significantly different.
Type in

0.71
0.10
0.08
0.07

Figure 7: The confusion matrix of the classification results
of the mLR + FS classifier highlights two things. First, the
predictive performance is almost identical for each answer (diagonal = true positives). Second, the classifier can distinguish
equally well between the answers.

C

Show me the effect of the week
day on the phone call duration

HC
HE
LC
LE

Predicting a Preferred Answer

A

Figure 6: The GUI of the prototype for the controlled experiment optimized for a 13" notebook. Based on user’s entered
utterance (A), the CI provides both a presumably preferred
answer (B) and a generated visualization (C).

analysis process (cf. 4), a CI should adjust to the user. This
adjustment is potentially helpful in both avoiding implicatures
and strengthening the user’s communication with the CI.
USER STUDY 2: CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

The user study’s objective is to primarily investigate both Q3
and Q4. Therefore, we implemented a prototypical web-based
CI enhanced by a probabilistic model for predicting user’s
preferred answers from the answer space.
Prototype

The implemented prototype for the controlled experiment follows the design of Valletto [25] and incorporates the answer
space (see Figure 5). For generating the visualizations, we
use Vega-lite [39, 46]. While the frond end handles the user’s
interactions, all computational tasks are processed on a Flask
server. Figure 6 shows how an interaction could look like.
Predicting User Preferences

The online survey results reveal that preferences in the answer
space depend on a combination of user’s multiple characteristics and the actual data situation. Therefore, we need a
predictive model to retrieve a most suitable answer (cf. Q2)
given those influencing factors. The primary objective is to
avoid implicatures regarding the maxim of quality (predicting
correctly the user’s preferences) and the maxim of relation
(predicting the right situation).
In either case, a user needs to actively provide information
to the system in the first place. From a UX point of view,
though, we decrease the effort on the user’s side by primarily
considering factors which have a significant influence on the
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The problem of predicting an element from the answer space
is a classification problem. However, the selection of an appropriate modelling technique has to be done under the constraint
of the reduced feature space and the sample size. Our data set
consists of 912 samples and 7 features. Therefore, we focus
on classical approaches, since our problem does not fulfill
the requirements of neural networks in terms of number of
samples as well as number of features.
First, we investigated the performance of a multinomial Naïve
Bayes (NB) as well as a multinomial logistic regression (mLR),
both implemented in Python with scikit-learn [35]. Both models performed insufficiently for our objective (mLR: µ = .305,
σ = .03, NB: µ = .331, σ = .02). We then extended our predictive models by a supervised feature selection (FS) via a
random forest. This leads to a new space of binary features
where high order feature interactions are included. Using these
new features for the linear models, we receive a better performance with a highest accuracy by the mLR + FS classifier,
µ = .697, σ = .02 (vs. NB + FS: µ = .629, σ = .02). Figure
7 illustrates the corresponding classification results.
Comparing the performance on the selected feature space to
the potential entire feature space (all survey questions), we
see that the performance slightly increases by 1% when using
all features (µ = .706, σ = .01). Hence, Q2 is supported not
only by the achieved results, but especially by the trade-off of
requiring less information from the user and simultaneously
achieving almost identical performance. This reduced need
for asking the user potentially improves the user experience.
Prediction in an Actual Setting

In order to integrate the predictive model into a tool, two
aspects have to be considered: The extraction needed information from the user as well as the prediction of the right
situation during the analysis. From a linguistic perspective,
both aspects are referring to the communication accommodation theory (CAT) [3]. CAT describes generally how people
adapt their communication behavior to match the skills of their
interlocutor. Two propositions of CAT are of particular interest: accommodative orientation, and immediate situation [14].
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In accommodative orientation, the “initial orientation” [14]
describes a prior adjustment of the conversation style to an
interlocutor. In our case, we establish an initial dialogue between the CI and the user in order to gather the user’s previous
experience. The questions asked by the CI are according to the
predictive model’s feature space and are identically to the questions as in the online survey. This routine can be considered as
users familiarize themselves with the system, as it would also
happen in a conversation with a previously unknown person.
Based on the given answers, the CI automatically adapts to
the user. However, we presume the user’s knowledge and
preferences to be static for the duration of a session.
In immediate situation, the “goals and addressee focus” [14]
aligns with Grice’s maxim of relation. In our cases, it conceptually refers to how to predict the right data analysis situation
based on the user’s both recent utterance and analysis flow.
Furthermore, a user might ask for a different answer, e.g., for
additional parameters or an explanation. One the one hand,
these circumstances might occur since probabilistic models
are generally not flawless. On the other hand, the triggered
reformulation requests contain additional information about
the user. Therefore, they should be treated differently.

accepted predicted
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Figure 8: The heatmaps show the percentage-wise distributions in the answer space for each task of the predicted answers
(top) and the accepted answer (bottom).
Do you think you understood better the dara through the answers?
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How would you rate the risk of lacking information?
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strongly agree | very low
agree | low
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Figure 9: Count of participants’ ratings on a 5-point scale
on their data comprehension and risk estimation of hidden
information by the agent.
science, computer science, or economics. Furthermore, all
have used some CIs before.

User Study Procedure

Results

We conducted a qualitative user study, which lasted approximately 50 min per participant. The study took place as a
face-to-face meeting between an investigator and a participant
in a quiet room. The prototype was running on a 13" notebook.

The participants rated overall the agent’s answer as helpful or
very helpful. In 59% of all cases, the first given answers were
already considered to be of acceptable quality (30% after one
reformulation, and 11% two reformulations). In case of a reformulation, the system in the end gave an explanatory answer
with higher information in 44% of the cases. Thereby, the
participants considered the agent’s reformulation as positive
by, e.g.,“I liked that the tool changed the formulation when I
requested it.”. By far the most reformulations were requested
in Dq. However, the ratings of the usefulness of the last given
answers were nearly equivalently high (4.3 on average) in all
tasks. The difference in the first predicted answer and the
finally accepted answer is shown in Figure 8.

The study began with a standardized introduction (10 min) to
the study’s design, the prototype, and the to be explored data
set. The data set summarized a bank’s marketing campaign
and included numerical as well as categorical attributes [12,
31].
The interactive phase (30 min) started with a dialogue between
the CI and the user in order to collect the user’s previous experience w.r.t. the information required by the predictive model.
Afterwards, the participants executed a randomly assigned
sequence of six tasks (one for each supported situation). In
order to better understand the participant’s thoughts while conversing with the prototype, we incipiently encouraged each
participant to think-aloud during the tasks. In each task, the
objective was to make sense of the data (open exploration) by
considering both visualization and answer(s). After each task,
participants rated their satisfaction on 5-point Likert scale on
both the visualization and the best-fitting answer. Furthermore,
each participant had the chance to state how a preferred answer
should look like in the specific task.
The study closed via a questionnaire (10 min) regarding the
participant’s feedback on the overall conversation. The questionnaire also asked for demographic information.
Participants

We recruited 10 participants (3 novices, 3 advanced beginners,
3 competent users, and 1 experts) aged between 25 and 40
within an industry company with an average professional work
experience of 4 years. They had a background either in natural
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When the agent gave an implicature, we tracked negative
comments by the participants. One participant who did not
know Spearman’s ρ said “I do not understand what the bot
is saying”. The bot descriptively reported Spearman’s ρ with
corresponding p − value, which is arguably an implicature.
This changed immediately to a positive reaction when the bot
gave an explanatory answer with lower information “...now
I understand”. Furthermore, a participant commented, “the
first answer was too sketchy, but the second was much better”.
We further observed that participants started thinking for a
while when a potential implicature occurred: “Well, I have to
decode this (descriptive answer with lower information) first”
(novice user). However, when the explanatory answer was
given instead the participant was much more satisfied.
If a participant considered an answer as helpful, the comments
were rather positive: “I really like the answers”. A participant
who received mainly answers with low information said “I
liked the simple and short answers.” Moreover, the explanation of certain data situations was welcomed “the bot tried
to explain things, that was good”. Furthermore, the partici-
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pants also trusted the agent in the conversation. The reasons,
however, were different: “I assume the system used the right
tests”, or “I trust the answer, because I had the same notion”.
The number of comments depends on the task. The dialog act
given in the Wa task received the most enthusiastic comments.
Regarding the system’s initial questions, the participants generally commented positively, but not without restrictions. When
the agent was asking if it is okay to ask seven questions, one
participant promptly said: “oh my good, seven questions”.
However, the same participant as well as others told us afterwards that the questions were “...not too much, but only
okay for the first use”, but also “not more questions”. Furthermore, some participants put the questions in the right context.
One participant said: “I like that it tried to evaluate me in the
beginning”.
The relatively experienced data analysis participants tested the
agent’s functional boundaries. Finally, Figure 9 shows that the
participants subjectively benefited from the given answers as
well as assumed to receive all relevant information.
DISCUSSION

is known by many users, but Wa is probably not. Hence, a
possible system’s generalized communication strategy would
have failed in these situations.
Both circumstances imply that the UX (e.g. frustration / satisfaction) of CIs for visual analysis is certainly affected by the
way the system communicates. However, not only the UX is
affected, but also the usability. Since some participants needed
more time in order to understand an agent’s potentially too
complicated answer, using the answer space is likely to speed
up the analysis process. Communicating in accordance to the
user’s preferences makes a reformulation obsolete as well as
reduces the time to make sense of the agent’s dialogue act.
Acceptance of an Initial Orientation

In order to achieve the best possible prediction of preferred
answers, the initial orientation of the system is needed. The
participants’ comments point out that answering a few questions in the beginning of the first use is acceptable when the
user assumes to get a benefit in return, although it turned out
that the seven questions were at the limit of getting a burden
for the user. On the other hand, users are often not fully aware
of a CI’s functionality. Hence, implementing an initial mutual introduction between the user and the system potentially
improves the conversation strategy on both sides.

As the online survey initially revealed different preferences
w.r.t. the answer space, the qualitative user study results empirically confirm the importance of actually matching the user’s
language in visual analysis. While dialogue acts given in accordance with the user’s preferences evoke positive reactions,
negative reactions are triggered when the preferences are mismatched. Additionally, these results confirm the sufficient
flexibility of the answer space to cover the diverse preferences of the users. Hence, the answer space appears to be a
lightweight and effective framework to personalize dialogue
acts in visual analysis.

Under Q4, we investigate the granularity of the answer space.
The participants suggested only a few alternative formulations
for the responses of CIs. Additionally, these formulations
focused essentially on the wording. The comments did not
indicate a need for changing the answer space’s granularity.
Therefore, we infer that the 2×2 answer space is sufficient, at
least for the analyzed situations.

Experience with the Answer Space

LIMITATIONS

Under Q3, we investigate the interaction with a user-specific
conversation. Considering both the online survey results and
participants’ reactions, it makes a substantial difference how
the data situations are verbally communicated.

Our objective with introducing the answer space was to provide a framework for communicating data relationships in a
user-specific way. We focused on identifying differences in
the users’ preferences as well as make the answer space applicable in practice. We did not focus on investigating a certain
wording.

Figures 3 and 8 show the different preferences in the answer
space. Hence, violating these preferences in the conversation
trigger probably inadvertent users’ reactions. The participants’
comments in the user study support further this assumption.
In situations of potential implicatures, the reactions / comments were rather negative. Especially when a requested
reformulation better fitted the preferences, the differences in
the reactions can be clearly seen. As implicatures triggered
negative reactions, the reactions were rather positive when a
given answer matched the preferences.
Generally, the agent’s answers were predominately seen as
very positive according to the participants’ comments which
further supports the performance of the predictive model. Interestingly, the answer space seems to become even more
relevant when a task gets more complicated. Considering the
reactions in the tasks Dq and Wa: The participants’ statements
were mainly emotionally neutral in task Dq, while they were
positively surprised in task Wa. These observations arguably
corroborate the dependency to a task’s complexity, since Dq
1525

Granularity of the Answer Space

Effectiveness of the Answer Space

The question still remains whether the users’ preferences in
the answer space depend on the corresponding visualization.
In our case we only used scatter plots, line, and bar charts.
However, there are more visualizations available. Thus, it is an
open question whether the preferences would be different for
other visualizations. Finally, our aim is to improve visual analysis through a user-specific conversation. As the qualitative
results suggest that the answer space can improve the user’s
data comprehension, we lack though of quantitative evidence.
Limited Number of Used Methods

One particular limitation is the number of evaluated actual
situations. Although we focused on the main occurring challenges in data analysis, we did not cover all relevant data analysis methods. For instance, there are at least two additional
methods for estimating the relationship between quantitative
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variables: Pearson’s ρ and Kendall’s τ. Since Pearson is more
commonly known than Spearman, this knowledge difference
is likely to affect the users’ preference in the answer space.
Performance of the Predictive Model

Our probabilistic model can predict a user’s preferences in the
answer space at an accuracy of approximately 70%. However,
in the user study we achieved only an initial accuracy of 59%.
One reason may be that certain participants’ backgrounds are
underrepresented in our online survey, which may have an impact on the training data for the model. For those participants,
the uncertainty for a predicted answer is likely higher.
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Based on our findings, we derive the following three design
implications for CIs in visual analysis:
DI1: Design multiple dialogue acts for communicating data
facts: A CI should avoid a generalized conversation in visual analysis, since users have diverse preferences regarding
the communication of data facts. For each supported data
fact, hence, a set of different dialogue acts should exist in
order to give the CI the opportunity to communicate in a
personalized way. Otherwise undesirable implicatures are
triggered, which will negatively affect the user experience.
DI2: Do not only rely on the user’s knowledge as a basis
for the conversation design: As the user’s preferences are
only partially explained by their statistical knowledge level,
additional characteristics (e.g., need for transparency) have
to be taken into account for the conversation design as well
as for user modelling in an intelligent system.
DI3: Realize a mutual introduction: In human-human dialogues, people mutually introduce themselves when they
meet the first time. As our findings show that users are
actually willing to provide initial information about their
background under the assumption of a subsequent benefit, a
tool should conceptually realize an initial mutual introduction. This would not only help the user to understand the
functionality of the tool, but also give the tool the opportunity to adjust its functionality to the user.
Although our findings primarily address the dialogue acts of
CIs, these derived design implications might additionally exceed the boundaries of the subject of CIs. Other concepts
combine visualizations with textual data descriptions as well,
e.g., interactive data facts [43], annotations, or storytelling.
These concepts can apply DI1 and DI2 for their design, since
a dialogue act that is not embedded in an entire dialogue is
conceptually similar. Finally, the design implication DI3 essentially focuses on CIs but makes no additional assumptions
on the particular domain. Hence, a CI that acts in a different
domain than visual analysis, but has in common to serve users
on different domain knowledge levels, might also consider
DI3 for design.

design of entire personalized dialogue sequences to eventually
transform the interaction with CIs in visual analysis from a
task-oriented “virtual butler” [34] to an actual conversation.
A first challenge is trustworthiness. In order to be entirely
useful, a CI does not only have to be sure whether a data fact
is true (e.g., based on p-value), but also has to strictly avoid
potential implicatures. As an expert is able to meticulously
challenge a CI’s response, an inexperienced user might not,
which leads to wrong conclusions in the end.
A second challenge is how to directly educate the user in the
analysis process, e.g., by interactively explaining a concept
like ordinary least squares regression [36]. The explanation
would of course be adapted to the data at hand, which potentially would increase the user’s motivation for dealing with the
new concept or method. Methodologies are needed to identify
opportune moments in a user’s analysis for effectively placing
these brief educational interludes. However, an educational
session should only be activated when a user really needs it.
Hence, a personalized methodology should sense a user’s individual need for education. For an intelligent sensing, DI2
appears to be directly relevant. For the conversation design
itself, DI1 should be taken into account. Additionally, combining our answer space with the pragmatics-based approach
by Hoque et al. [21] could further cover challenges along an
interaction sequence in visual analysis [49].
As the language is a CI’s primary modality, CIs will eventually
become able to effectively support users with very different
backgrounds. They may become even more effective than
classical interaction concepts for visual analysis, but only
when matching the user’s conversational needs.

CONCLUSION

Motivated by the idea of improving CIs for visual analysis
for a broader spectrum of users, we focused on matching the
user’s language in a personalized way by constructing a linguistically motivated answer space. Through an online survey
(N = 76) as well as a qualitative user study (N = 10) we empirically showed that it makes a considerable difference how a
CI communicates in visual analysis. First, the diverse user’s
preferences in communicating data facts significantly depend
on both the user’s characteristics and the analysis situation.
Second, neglecting the user’s characteristics in the conversation design in visual analysis triggers negative reactions while
user-specific answers evoke positive reactions. Hence, adjusting to those preferences improves both the user experience
and the usability of a CI for visual analysis. By providing
design implications grounded in our empirical findings, our
contribution helps to better understand matching the user’s
language in visual analysis.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

In addition to these design implication, our framework opens
up many research avenues for further elaborating the potentials
of CIs in individually supporting users. As we initially focused
on personalized dialogue acts, future work could explore the
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